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It is almost certain that more and more companies will cut or suspend 
dividend payments over the coming months, as a direct reaction to 
the economic implications of COVID-19. We have already seen more 
than a hundred make announcements to that effect in the past few 
weeks, from across industry sectors. Prices of FTSE 100 dividend 
futures contracts suggest the market currently believes approximately 
60% of the UK market’s dividends to be at risk in 2020 and 2021.  

The nuances of these dividend payments disappearing are going to be 
crucial for fund managers, asset owners and investors in general to 
consider when interpreting the behaviours and performance of  
UK Equity Income managers.  

Our analysis has picked out some of these nuances to be: 

 Focus on the right thing - be wary of debt covenants – although dividend cuts make for alarmist headlines, there 
remain potentially more serious existential risks. Companies, in general, are facing broad-based and substantial cuts 
to earnings forecasts. Capital structures that were considered conservative before the COVID-19 pandemic may no 
longer be so as profits fall. Any amount of debt on an earnings base approaching zero may put perceptibly more 
‘defensive’ businesses at risk of a covenant breach. Of course, the opposite is also true. Some businesses with 
optically leveraged balance sheets and/or earnings particularly sensitive to this pandemic may in fact have termed out 
and/or covenant-light borrowings, and could therefore be deemed at lower existential risk during the ongoing crisis. 
The reality will vary significantly from business to business, and we would expect fundamental, bottom-up investors 
to demonstrate appraisal of companies on their individual circumstances. 

 Dividend cuts preserve capital – they may not be a negative signal, but certainly could be – many of the dividend cuts 
witnessed in recent weeks have been made pre-emptively to retain future flexibility and optionality given 
unprecedented uncertainty as to how the global pandemic will play out. The cuts do not necessarily reflect lasting 
impacts on their business models.  In several cases, dividend cuts or suspensions are anticipated to be transient, to 
allow companies to bridge a period of depressed earnings without overstretching their balance sheets. In this sense, 
the market may be willing to look beyond dividend cuts in the short term.  That said, some companies will have 
welcomed the opportunity to cut their dividend having already been over-distributing from a position of balance 
sheet weakness before the advent of the COVID-19 crisis. In such instances, dividend suspension acts as a capital 
preservative and may position management to allocate capital more productively as the crisis relents.  The challenge 
will be to distinguish true stock selection errors, where dividends were arguably already at risk, from those companies 
which have been a victim of improbable circumstance. 

 Rights issues on the horizon – quite aside from the risk of further dividend cuts and suspensions, there will likely be 
dozens of businesses looking to raise equity capital through this period. Again, the difficulty faced by allocators will be 
to correctly attribute mistakes to fund managers. There is a huge difference between companies pursuing hurried 
‘rescue rights issues’, suffering the self-inflicted wounds of running sub-optimal capital structures coming into the 
crisis, and those raising capital to bridge temporarily choked cash flow through no fault of their own. The latter should 
not necessarily be considered a manager error, 

 Out of the frying pan, into the fire – hundreds of companies in the UK have already cut their dividends or share 
buyback programmes. More than half of these companies occupy the Industrials and Consumer Discretionary sectors, 
but we note that Bank of England-mandated suspension of the UK Banks’ dividends has impacted aggregate pay-outs 
most meaningfully. To date, hundreds of UK companies have implicitly either opted to retain their dividend or, 
perhaps more likely, have yet to announce cancellations. The Investment Association (IA) would be well-advised to 
provide managers with a temporary waiver on the requirement to generate a pre-specified income yield to remain in 
the IA UK Income sector. This will avert encouraging managers to arbitrarily allocate capital away from companies 
which have already slashed their dividends, to companies who may yet cut their dividends, to avoid being booted 
from the sector. 
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 High dividend-payers are not the only companies impacted – It is also worth emphasising that dividend cuts reflect the 
potential impact that COVID-19 is having on the near-term cash flow prospects for businesses. This is no less the case 
for those businesses with expansionary capital allocation policies, which typically do not involve paying out large 
portions of operating cash flow as dividends. Companies forgoing opportunities to reinvest retained capital at high 
marginal rates of return, i.e. true value creation, may arguably suffer more, in relative terms, than those companies 
paying large dividends. To that end, allocators would be well advised to scrutinise fund managers pursuing a total 
return or growth-orientated strategy with as much diligence as those attempting to generate dividend income. 

 Risk of conflating recent outperformance of quality/growth strategies with genuine skill – the recent divergence of 
returns between ‘quality/growth’ and ‘value/higher yielding’ companies has been stark to historic proportions. While 
many portfolio managers who have pursued quality-orientated strategies may deserve credit for adhering to a 
repeatable investment approach, many managers have crudely ‘drifted’ over recent years into this popular area of 
the market, and may very well drift away again as the tide turns. Allocators should also consider carefully the arguably 
heightened risks of appointing managers who have posted strong recent relative performance, on the false 
assumption of skill. The relative cost of switching into perceived ‘safe haven’ equities may already outweigh any 
potential benefits. As things stand, the MSCI UK Growth index trades at a staggering 90% valuation premium to its 
Value counterpart (17.7x vs. 9.5x the next 12 months’ earnings respectively), close to a historical peak. 
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